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Generative Artificial Intelligence is set to revolutionize healthcare delivery by transforming traditional
patient care into a more personalized, efficient, and proactive process. Chatbots, serving as
interactive conversational models, will probably drive this patient-centered transformation in
healthcare. Through the provision of various services, including diagnosis, personalized lifestyle
recommendations, dynamic scheduling of follow-ups, and mental health support, the objective is to
substantially augment patient health outcomes, all the while mitigating the workload burden on
healthcare providers. The life-critical nature of healthcare applications necessitates establishing a
unified and comprehensive set of evaluation metrics for conversational models. Existing evaluation
metrics proposed for various generic large language models (LLMs) demonstrate a lack of
comprehension regarding medical and health concepts and their significance in promoting patients’
well-being. Moreover, these metrics neglect pivotal user-centered aspects, including trust-building,
ethics, personalization, empathy, user comprehension, and emotional support. The purpose of this
paper is to explore state-of-the-art LLM-based evaluation metrics that are specifically applicable to
the assessment of interactive conversational models in healthcare. Subsequently, we present a
comprehensive set of evaluation metrics designed to thoroughly assess the performance of
healthcare chatbots from an end-user perspective. These metrics encompass an evaluation of
language processing abilities, impact on real-world clinical tasks, and effectiveness in user-interactive
conversations. Finally, we engage in a discussion concerning the challenges associated with defining
and implementing these metrics, with particular emphasis on confounding factors such as the target
audience, evaluation methods, and prompt techniques involved in the evaluation process.

The rapid proliferation of Generative Artificial Intelligence (AI) is funda-
mentally reshaping our interactions with technology. AI systems now
possess extraordinary capabilities to generate, compose, and respond in a
manner that may be perceived as emulating human behavior. Particularly
within the healthcare domain, prospective trends and transformative pro-
jections anticipate a newera characterized by preventive and interactive care
driven by the advancements of large language models (LLMs). Interactive
conversational models, commonly known as chatbots, hold considerable

potential to assist individuals, including patients and healthcare providers,
in a wide array of tasks such as symptom assessment, primary medical and
health education, mental health support, lifestyle coaching, appointment
scheduling, medication reminders, patient triaging, and allocating health
resources.

Due to the life-critical nature of healthcare applications, using con-
versationalmodels necessitates establishing aunifiedandcomprehensive set
of foundation metrics1 that enable a meticulous evaluation of the models’
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performance, capabilities, identification of potential errors, and imple-
mentation of effective feedback mechanisms. These metrics can lead to
significant advances in the delivery of robust, accurate, and reliable
healthcare services. However, the existing evaluation metrics introduced
and employed for assessing healthcare chatbots2–4 exhibit two significant
gaps that warrant careful attention.

First, it is observed that numerous existing generic metrics5–7 suffer
froma lack of unified and standard definition and consensus regarding their
appropriateness for evaluating healthcare chatbots. Currently, state-of-the-
art conversational models are predominantly assessed and compared based
on language-specific perspectives8 and surface-form similarity8 using
intrinsic metrics such as Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU)9 and
Recall-oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE)5. Although
these metrics are model-based, they lack an understanding of medical
concepts (e.g., symptoms, diagnostic tests, diagnoses, and treatments), their
interplay, and the priority for the well-being of the patient, all of which are
crucial for medical decision-making10. For this reason, they inadequately
capture vital aspects like semantic nuances, contextual relevance, long-range
dependencies, changes in critical semantic ordering, and human-centric
perspectives11, thereby limiting their effectiveness in evaluating healthcare
chatbots. Moreover, specific extrinsic context-aware evaluation methods
have been introduced to incorporate human judgment in chatbot
assessment7,9,12–16. However, these methods have merely concentrated on
specific aspects, such as the robustness of the generated answers within a
particular medical domain.

Second, it is evident that the existing evaluation metrics overlook a
wide range of crucial user-centered aspects that indicate the extent to
which a chatbot establishes a connection and conveys support and
emotion to the patient. Emotional bonds play a vital role in
physician–patient communications, but they are often ignored during
the development and evaluation of chatbots. Healthcare chatbot
assessment should consider the level of attentiveness, thoughtfulness,
emotional understanding, trust-building, behavioral responsiveness,
user comprehension, and the level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction
experienced. There is a pressing need to evaluate the ethical implications
of chatbots, including factors such as fairness and biases stemming from
overfitting17. Furthermore, the current methods fail to address the issue
of hallucination, wherein chatbots generate misleading or inaccurate
information. In particular, in the healthcare domain, where safety and
currentness of information are paramount, hallucinations pose a sig-
nificant concern. The evaluation of healthcare chatbots should
encompass not only their ability to provide personalized responses to
individual users but also their ability to offer accurate and reliable
information that applies to a broader user base. Striking the right bal-
ance between personalization and generalization is crucial to ensure
practical and trustworthy healthcare guidance. In addition, metrics are
required to assess the chatbot’s ability to deliver empathetic and sup-
portive responses during healthcare interactions, reflecting its capacity
to provide compassionate care.Moreover, existing evaluations overlook

performance aspects of models, such as computational efficiency and
model size, which are crucial for practical implementation.

In this article, we begin by delving into the current state-of-the-art
evaluation metrics applicable to assessing healthcare chatbots. Subse-
quently, we introduce an exhaustive collection of user-centered evaluation
metrics. We present the problems these metrics address, the existing
benchmarks, and their taxonomy to provide a thorough and well-rounded
comprehension of a healthcare chatbot’s performance across diverse
dimensions. These metrics encompass assessing the chatbot’s language
processing capabilities, impact on real-world clinical tasks, and effectiveness
in facilitating user-interactive conversations. Furthermore, we present a
framework to facilitate the implementation of a cooperative, end-to-end,
and standardized approach for metrics’ evaluation. We discuss the chal-
lenges associated with defining and implementing these metrics, empha-
sizing factors such as the target audience, evaluation methods, and prompt
techniques integral to this process.

Review of existing evaluation metrics for LLMs
The evaluation of language models can be categorized into intrinsic and
extrinsic methods18, which can be executed automatically or manually. In
the following, we briefly outline these evaluation methods.

Intrinsic evaluation metrics
Intrinsic evaluationmetrics measure the proficiency of a languagemodel in
generating coherent and meaningful sentences relying on language rules
and patterns18. We categorize the intrinsic metrics into general automatic
and dialog-basedmetrics. An overview of the intrinsic metrics is shown in
Fig. 1a. In addition, Table 1 outlines a brief overview of existing intrinsic
metrics employed for LLMs evaluation in the literature.

The intrinsic evaluation metrics are characterized by their computa-
tional simplicity. They offer valuable quantitative measures to evaluate
LLMs. However, they solely rely on surface-form similarity and language-
specific perspectives, rendering them inadequate for healthcare chatbots.
These metrics lack the capability to capture essential elements such as
semantics19,20, context19,21, distant dependencies22,23, semantically critical
ordering change21, and human perspectives, particularly in real-world
scenarios.

To illustrate the limitations of intrinsic metrics in healthcare contexts,
consider the evaluation of the following two sentences using BLEU and
ROUGE metrics with HuggingFace24: (1) “Regular exercise and a balanced
diet are important for maintaining good cardiovascular health.” and (2)
“Engaging in regular physical activity and adopting a well-balanced diet is
crucial for promoting optimal cardiovascular well-being.” Despite the con-
textual similarity between the two sentences, the obtained BLEU and
ROUGE scores are 0.39 and 0.13, respectively, on a scale of 0 to 1, reflecting
low alignment. This underscores the inability of thesemetrics to capture the
semantic meaning of the text effectively. Therefore, if we solely use these
metrics to evaluate a healthcare chatbot, an inaccurate answermay receive a
high score compared with the reference answer.

Match-rate
Dialogue Accuracy
Average Request Turn

BLEU
Precision
F1 Score
Recall
ROUGE
Perplexity
TER
MRR
NIST

(a) Intrinsic

Reliability
Up-to-dateness
Healthy Behaviours
Emotional Support

Trustfulness
Usefulness
SSI
Accuracy
Groundedness
Safety
Bias
Helpfulness
Calibration
Toxicity
Robustness

(b) Extrinsic

Dialogue Metrics

Generic Metrics
Healthcare-Domain Metrics

General-Purpose Metrics

Fig. 1 | An overview of the metrics proposed in the literature. a Existing intrinsic metrics which are categorized into general LLMmetrics and Dialog metrics. b Existing
extrinsic metrics for both general domain and healthcare-specific evaluations are presented.
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Extrinsic evaluation metrics
Extrinsic evaluation metrics present means of measuring the performance
of language models by incorporating user perspectives and real-world
contexts18. These metrics can gauge how the model impacts end-users and
assess the extent to which LLMs meet human users’ expectations and
requirements8. Extrinsic metrics, gathered through subjective means, entail
human participation and judgments within the evaluation process14–16. We
classify the existing extrinsic metrics in the literature into two categories:
general-purpose andhealth-specificmetrics. Figure 1bprovides anoverview
of the extrinsic metrics.

General-purpose human evaluation metrics have been introduced to
assess the performance of LLMs across various domains5. These metrics
serve to measure the quality, fluency, relevance, and overall effectiveness of
languagemodels, encompassing awide spectrumof real-world topics, tasks,
contexts, and user requirements5. On the other hand, health-specific eva-
luation metrics have been specifically crafted to explore the processing and
generation of health-related information by healthcare-oriented LLMs and
chatbots, with a focus on aspects such as accuracy, effectiveness, and
relevance.

The aforementioned evaluation metrics have endeavored to tailor
extrinsic metrics, imbued with context and semantic awareness, for the
purpose of LLMs evaluation. However, each of these studies has been
confined to a distinct set of metrics, thereby neglecting to embrace the
comprehensive and all-encompassing aspect concerning healthcare lan-
guage models and chatbots.

Multi-metric measurements
A restricted body of literature has introduced and examined a collection of
domain-agnostic evaluation metrics, which amalgamate intrinsic and
extrinsic measurements for LLMs in the healthcare domain. Notably, Laing
et al.5 have presented a multi-metric approach, as part of the HELM
benchmark, to scrutinize LLMs concerning their accuracy, calibration
(proficiency in assigning meaningful probabilities for generated text),

robustness, fairness, bias, toxicity, and efficiency. Likewise,Wang et al.6 have
assessed the trustworthiness of GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 from eight discerning
aspects encompassing toxicity, bias, robustness, privacy, machine ethics,
and fairness. In addition, Chang et al.8 have presented organized evaluation
methodologies for LLMs through three essential dimensions: “what to
evaluate,” “where to evaluate,” and “how to evaluate.”

Despite these contributions, it is evident that these studies have yet to
fully encompass the indispensable, multifaceted, and user-centered eva-
luation metrics necessary to appraise healthcare chatbots comprehensively.
For example, these studies unable to assess chatbots in terms of empathy,
reasoning, up-to-dateness, hallucinations, personalization, relevance, and
latency.

Essential metrics for evaluating healthcare chatbots
In this section, we present a comprehensive set of metrics essential for
conducting a user-centered evaluation of LLM-based healthcare chatbots.
The primary objective is to assess healthcare chatbot models from the
perspective of users interacting with the healthcare chatbot, thereby dis-
tinguishing our approach from existing studies in this field. To visualize the
evaluation process of healthcare chatbot models, we provide an overview in
Fig. 2.This process entails evaluators interactingwith conversationalmodels
and assigning scores to various metrics, all from the viewpoint of users.
These scores are subsequently utilized for the purpose of comparing and
ranking different healthcare chatbots, ultimately leading to the creation of a
leaderboard. In this evaluation process, three confounding variables are
taken into account: user type, domain type, and task type. The following
outlines these three essential confounding variables.
1. User type:The end-users engagingwith the conversationalmodelmay

include patients, nurses, primary care providers, or specialist providers,
among others. The evaluation of the model’s performance encom-
passes diverse factors, such as safety and privacy, which are contingent
upon the specific users or audience involved. For instance, when
interacting with a patient, the chatbot may offer less advanced

Table 1 | A brief overview of intrinsic metrics for LLMs

Name Focus Measure Model

BLEU71,72 Calculates precision based on the number of mutual n consecutive words between reference
and generated text.

FLAN73, BART74, DialoGPT75,
GPT-358

ROUGE5,72 Calculates F1-score based on the number of mutual n consecutive words between reference
and generated text.

BART74, T5, GPT-276,
BiomedGPT77

Perplexity72,78 Likelihood of the model generating the reference text. LIMA39, BART74, Meena9

BERTScore20,72 Creates a similarity matrix between reference and generated text and calculates the weighted
sum of maximum similarity in the matrix.

BERT, RoBERT20

METEOR72,79 Calculates F1-Score (with more weight on recall) based on the number of matched words
considering synonyms in the reference and generated text.

GPT-3.569

Precision18,72,80 General Is calculated by dividing the number of correctly generated relevant words by the total number
of generated words.

BioGPT81, ChatDoctor82,
medAlpaca28

Recall18,80 Is calculated by dividing the number of correctly generated relevant words by the total number
of possible relevant words.

BioGPT81, ChatDoctor82,
medAlpaca28

F1-Score5,83 Is calculated as the harmonic mean of precision and recall. BioGPT81, ChatDoctor82,
medAlpaca28

TER84 Is computed based on the minimum number of edits required to transform the generated text
into the reference text.

GPT-485

MoverScore86 Like BERTScore calculates similarity matrix but considers many-to-one word relationships. GPT-3.569

NIST84 Similar to BLEU with the difference that it gives higher weight to more valuable mutual n
consecutive words.

BART87, GPT-287

Dialog Accuracy88–92 Calculating the percentage of successful diagnosis. Refuel88,89,91, KR_DS90

Match-rate88–92 Dialog Evaluating the chatbot’s ability to accurately inquire about relevant symptoms. Refuel88,89, KR_DS90

Average Request Turn88–92 Averaging number of turns the average number of turns or interactions between the user and
chatbot.

Refuel88,89, KR_DS90

METEORMetric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit ORdering, TER translation edit rate.
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recommendations to mitigate potential harm or risks to the patient or
others. Conversely, when the user is a medical doctor, the chatbotmay
provide comprehensive responses, including specific drug names,
dosages, and relevant information gleaned from other patients’
experiences.

2. Domain type: Chatbots can serve two distinct purposes: they can be
designed for general healthcare queries, providing answers across a
broad spectrum of topics. Alternatively, they can be tailored and
trained for specific domains like mental health or cancer. The eva-
luationmetrics required for assessing these chatbots can be influenced
by the healthcare domain they cater to.

3. Task type:Chatbots exhibit versatility in performing diverse functions,
encompassing medical report generation, diagnosis, developing a
treatment plan, prescription, and acting as an assistant. The evaluation
of the model and metric scoring may differ depending on the specific
task at hand. For instance, in the domain of medical report generation,
the utmost importance lies in ensuring the reliability and factuality of
the generated text, a requirement thatmight not be as critical when the
task involves acting as an assistant.
As outlinedbelow, themetrics are categorized into four distinct groups:

accuracy, trustworthiness, empathy, and performance, based on their
dependencies on the confounding variables. For a visual representation,
please refer to Fig. 3. Furthermore, Table 2 summarizes the healthcare-
related problems that each metric addresses.

Accuracy
Accuracy metrics encompass both automatic and human-based assess-
ments that evaluate the grammar, syntax, semantics, and overall structure of
responses generated byhealthcare chatbots. The definition of these accuracy

metrics is contingent upon the domain and task types involved5,25. To elu-
cidate, let us consider two examples. For a chatbot serving as amental health
assistant, an accuracy metric like “robustness" would gauge the model’s
resilience in answering mental health topics and effectively engaging in
supportive dialogs. Conversely, for a generic healthcare chatbot designed for
diagnosis, the “robustness" metric should evaluate the model’s ability to
handle mental health assistance queries and other diverse domains. It is
important to note that accuracymetricsmight remain invariant with regard
to the user’s type, as the ultimate objective of the generated text is to achieve
the highest level of accuracy, irrespective of the intended recipient. In the
following, we outline the specific accuracy metrics essential for healthcare
chatbots, detail the problems they address, and expound upon the meth-
odologies employed to acquire and evaluate them.

Intrinsic metrics are employed to address linguistic and relevance
problems of healthcare chatbots in each single conversation between user
and the chatbot. They can ensure the generated answer is grammatically
accurate and pertinent to the questions. Table 1 summarizes the intrinsic
metrics used to evaluate LLMs.

Sensibility, Specificity, Interestingness (SSI)7, an extrinsic metric,
assesses the overall flow, logic, and coherence of the generated text, con-
tributing to User-Engagement. SSI metric measures how well the model’s
answers align with human behavior. The SSI score is computed as the
average of three metrics: Sensibility, Specificity, and Interestingness.

Robustness15,25, as an extrinsic metric, explores the resilience of
healthcare chatbots against perturbations and adversarial attacks. It
addresses the challenge of response vulnerability by assessing a language
model’s ability to maintain performance and dependability amidst input
variations, noise, or intentional behavior manipulation. In healthcare
chatbots, where human inquiries may not precisely align with their

Doctors Patients

User Types

Task Types

What is the latest finding 
regarding blood cancer?

Domain Types

I have sleep issues for two 
days. What should I do?

Based on your recent 

Data Scientists

Health 
Professionals

Patients

EVALUATORS

GOPHER

PALM

GPT

MODELS

LEADERBOARD

Model 1
Model 2
Model 3

Accuracy: 2
Trustworthiness: 3
Empathy: 1
Performance: 2
Total Score: 2

Question

Answer

Question

Answer

CONVERSATIONS

Metric Score

Scoring

CONFOUNDING VARIABLES

Fig. 2 | A broad overview of the evaluation process and the role ofmetrics.Evaluators engage with healthcare chatbotmodels, considering confounding variables, to assign
scores for eachmetric. These scores will be utilized to generate a comparative leaderboard, facilitating the comparison of healthcare chatbotmodels based on variousmetrics.
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Linguistical issues and irrelevant responses
Irrelevant responses
Lack of resilience
Overfitting and limited transferability
Wordiness and redundancy
Hallucination 
Out-to-dateness
Lack of reasoning
Toxicity
Lack of privacy
Lack of personalization
Lack of empathy
Lack of reliability
Lack of validity
Latency and lack of usability

Accuracy Trustworthiness Empathy Performance

Intrinsic
SSI
Robustness
Generalization
Conciseness
Up-to-dateness
Groundedness

Safety and Security
Privacy
Bias
Interpretability

Emotional Support
Health Literacy
Fairness
Personalization

Memory Efficiency
FLOP
Token Limit
Number of Parameters

Domain Type
Task Type User Type User Type

Domain Type
Task Type
User Type

Fig. 3 | Overview of the four healthcare evaluation metric groups. Accuracy
metrics are scored based on domain and task types, trustworthiness metrics are
evaluated according to the user type, empathy metrics consider patients needs in
evaluation (among the user type), and performance metrics are evaluated based on

the three confounding variables. The metrics identify the listed problems of
healthcare chatbots. The size of a circle reflects the number of metrics which are
contributing to identify that problem.

Table 2 | Evaluation metrics for healthcare chatbots

User-centered
metrics

Low-level
metrics

Definition Problem Benchmark

Accuracy Intrinsic Linguistical issues and irrelevant
responses

Linguistical issues and irrelevant
responses

OpenbookQA93, MedQA-USMLE94, QuAC95, BoolQ96, NaturalQuestions97, RAFT5,
HellaSwag98,CNN99,100, XSUM101, BLiMP102, ThePile103, ICE104, TwitterAAE105,WikiFact106,
NarrativeQA107

SSI Measuring the relevancy of the gener-
ated response

Irrelevant responses OpenAI Evals108, ParlAI109, SuperGLUE110, MMLU111, BigBench112, NarrativeQA107,
OpenbookQA93, QuAC95, WikiFact106, BoolQ96 NaturalQuestions97, MedQA-USMLE94

Robustness Gauging the resilienceof chatbot to any
disruptions

Lack of resilience and validity GLUE113, CoQA114, LAMBADA1, TriviaQA115, ANLI116, MNLI117, SQUAD118

Generalization Assessing chatbot’s performance on
unfamiliar tasks

Overfitting, limited transfer-
ability, and lack of validity

TyDiQA68, PromptBench119, AdvGLUE116, TextFlint120, DDXPlus116, MGSM121

Conciseness Measuring response conciseness
accurately

Wordiness and redundancy KoLA122, AlpacaEval8, PandaLM123, GLUE-X117, EleutherAIEval5

Up-to-
dateness

Evaluating the up-to-dateness of gen-
erated response

Hallucination, out-to-dateness,
and lack of validity

WikiFact 106

Groundedness Evaluating the factual validity of gen-
erated responses

Out-to-dateness, lack of rea-
soning, lack of validity, and
hallucination

LSAT124, Dyck125, Synthetic reasoning126 WikiFact106, bAbI127, Entity matching128, Data
imputation129, HumanEval130, APPS131, MATH132, GSM8K133

Trustworthiness Safety and
Security

Measuring compliance of generated
responses to ethical aspects

Toxicity RealToxicityPrompts134, TruthfulQA135, CivilComments49, BOLD136, BBQ137

Privacy Evaluating the model’s use of sensitive
user information

Lack of privacy DP-SGD138,139

Bias Measuring the generated response
bias toward specific populations

Lack of personzalition and
toxicity

CrowS-Pairs140, WinoGender13, BBQ137, TruthfulQA135, RealToxicityPrompts134,
CivilComments49

Interpretability Assessing user interpretability of gen-
erated responses

Lack of reasoning and
hallucination

HumanEval130, APPS131, GSM8K133, HellaSwag98, LogiQA141, WikiFact106, Synthetic
reasoning126, bAbI127, Dyck125, Entity matching128, Data imputation129, MATH132

Empathy Emotional
Support

Measuring chatbots’ integration of user
emotions

Lack of personalization and
toxicity

TruthfulQA135, CivilComments49, IMDB142, BBQ137, BOLD136, RealToxicityPrompts134

Health Literacy Assessing response understandability
across different levels of health
knowledge

Lack of empathy and
personalization

ParlAI109, SuperGLUE110

Fairness Evaluating chatbot’s consistency,
quality, and fairness across demo-
graphic users

Lack of personalization, empa-
thy, reliability, and toxicity

OpenAIEvals108, ETHICS143, ParlAI109, IMBD142, MoralExceptQA144, MACHIAVELLI145,
BOLD136, SOCIALCHEM-101146, TruthfulQA135, BBQ137, CivilComments49,
RealToxicityPrompts134

Personalization Gauging chatbot conversation’s level
of individualization

Toxicity, lack of personalization,
empathy, and reliability

RealToxicityPrompts134, BOLD136, BBQ137, IMBD142, TrusthfulQA135, CivilComments49

Performance Memory
Efficiency

Measuring chatbot’s memory usage Latency and lack of usability ANLI116, ParlAI109

FLOP Assessing Chatbot’s floating point
operation count

Latency and lack of usability ANLI116, ParlAI109

Token Limit Assessing chatbot’s performance
(computational and memory)

Latency and lack of usability –

Number of
Parameter

Evaluating model’s data processing
and learning capacity

Latency and lack of usability –
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underlying issues or intent, robustness assumes paramount importance.
Robustness plays a critical role in ensuring the validity of the chatbot’s
responses.

Generalization15,25, as an extrinsic metric, pertains to a model’s capa-
city to effectively apply acquired knowledge in accurately performing novel
tasks. In the context of healthcare, the significance of the generalization
metric becomes pronounced due to the scarcity of data and information
across various medical domains and categories. A chatbot’s ability to gen-
eralize enhances its validity in effectively addressing awide range ofmedical
scenarios.

Conciseness, as an extrinsicmetric, reflects the effectiveness and clarity
of communication by conveying information in a brief and straightforward
manner, free from unnecessary or excessive details26,27. In the domain of
healthcare chatbots, generating concise responses becomes crucial to avoid
verbosity or needless repetition, as such shortcomings can lead to mis-
understanding or misinterpretation of context.

Up-to-dateness serves as a critical metric to evaluate the capability of
chatbots inproviding information and recommendationsbasedon themost
current and recently published knowledge, guidelines, and research. Given
the rapid advancements within the healthcare domain, maintaining up-to-
datemodels is essential to ensure that the latestfindings and research inform
the responses provided by chatbots28,29. Up-to-dateness significantly
enhances the validity of a chatbot by ensuring that its information aligns
with the latest evidence and guidelines.

To achieve up-to-dateness in models, integration of retrieval-based
models as external information-gathering systems is necessary. These
retrieval-based models enable the retrieval of the most recent information
related to user queries from reliable sources, ensuring that the primary
model incorporates the latest data during inference.

Groundedness, the final metric in this category, focuses on deter-
mining whether the statements generated by the model align with factual
and existing knowledge. Factuality evaluation involves verifying the cor-
rectness and reliability of the information provided by the model. This
assessment requires examining the presence of true-causal relations among
generated words30, which must be supported by evidence from reliable
reference sources7,12. Hallucination issues in healthcare chatbots arise when
responses appear factually accurate but lack a validity5,31–33. To address this,
groundedness leverages relevant factual information, promoting sound
reasoning and staying up-to-date ensuring validity. The role of grounded-
ness is pivotal in enhancing the reasoning capabilities of healthcare chatbots.
By utilizing factual information to respond to user inquiries, the chatbot’s
reasoning is bolstered, ensuring adherence to accurate guidelines.Designing
experiments and evaluating groundedness for general language and chatbot
models follows established good practices.7,30,34–37.

Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness, an essential aspect of ResponsibleAI, plays a critical role in
ensuring the reliability and conscientiousness of healthcare chatbot
responses. To address these significant concerns, we propose four Trust-
worthiness metrics: safety, privacy, bias, and interpretability. It is important
to note that these trustworthiness metrics are defined based on the user’s
type. For instance, the desired level of interpretability for a generated text
may vary between a patient and a nurse, necessitating tailored evaluations
for different user groups.

The Safety and Security metric evaluates a model’s adherence to
ethical and responsible guidelines in its generated responses5,29,38,39.
Security is defined as the safeguarding of information and information
systems to prevent unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption,
modification, or destruction40,41. The overarching goal is to ensure
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the information and sys-
tems in question. Safety primarily focuses on mitigating potential risks
associated with harmful or inappropriate content (toxicity) produced
by LLMs25. Safety encompasses multiple aspects, including the model’s
confidence level in its answers, the level of detail included in the
responses, and the potential risks or harms posed by the answers7. These

aspects can be tailored based on the intended user type. For example,
when a healthcare professional interacts with the chatbot, themodel can
provide more specific advice or directives, such as prescribing dosage or
duration of drug usage. However, when interacting with actual patients,
the model should exercise greater caution.

ThePrivacymetric is devised to assesswhether themodel utilizes users’
sensitive information for either model fine-tuning or general usage42.
Privacy is evaluated from three perspectives. First, users may share sensitive
information with a chatbot to obtain more accurate results, but this infor-
mation should remain confined to the context of the specific chat session
and not be used when answering queries from other users43. Second, the
model should adhere to specific guidelines to avoid requesting unnecessary
or privacy-sensitive information from users during interactions. Lastly, the
dataset used to train the model may contain private information about real
individuals, which could be extracted through queries to the model.

Bias in healthcare chatbots refers to the presence of discriminatory
treatment in their responses. Bias encompasses three significant aspects:
Demographic bias, where the model’s responses exhibit disparities or
favoritism based on attributes like race, gender, age, or socioeconomic sta-
tus. Medical condition bias, which can arise when the LLM provides
inconsistent or unequal recommendations or information (e.g., con-
servative approaches) for different medical conditions without logical
clinical justification. Representation bias, occurring when certain groups or
medical conditions are underrepresented or overlooked in the training data
of the language model, leading to incomplete or inaccurate information.

Bias evaluation44 can be accomplished by employing an agreement
index, based on the frequency of a healthcare chatbot agreeing with ste-
reotype statements"6. For instance, if the chatbot responds to the query
“People of [selected ethnic group] are usually addicted to drugs" with an
agreement or similar terms, it is considered an instance of agreement,
indicating the presence of bias.

The Interpretabilitymetric assesses the chatbot’s responses in termsof
user-centered aspects, measuring the transparency, clarity, and compre-
hensibility of its decision-makingprocess45. This evaluation allows users and
healthcare professionals to understand the reasoning behind the chatbot’s
recommendations or actions. Hence, by interpretability metric, we can also
evaluate the reasoning ability of chatbots which involves assessing howwell
a model’s decision-making process can be understood and explained.
Interpretability ensures that the chatbot’s behavior can be traced back to
specific rules, algorithms, or data sources46.

Empathy
Empathy is the ability to understand and share the feelings of another
person. Empathy metrics are established according to the user’s type and
hold particular significance, especially when the intended recipient is a
patient. These metrics ensure that the chatbots consider end-users emo-
tional support, trust, concerns, fairness, and health literacy47–50. Empathy
also plays a crucial role in building trust between users and chatbots.
Unempathetic responses can erode trust and credibility in the system, as
users may feel unheard, misunderstood, or invalidated. In pursuit of
empathy, we propose four empathy metrics: emotional support, health lit-
eracy, fairness, and personalization.

The Emotional Support metric evaluates how chatbots incorporate
user emotions and feelings. This metric focuses on improving chatbot
interactions with users based on their emotional states while avoiding the
generation of harmful responses. It encompasses various aspects such as
active listening, encouragement, referrals, psychoeducation, and crisis
interventions51.

The Health Literacy metric assesses the model’s capability to com-
municate health-related information in a manner understandable to indi-
vidualswithvarying levels ofhealthknowledge.This evaluationaidspatients
with low health knowledge in comprehending medical terminology,
adhering to post-visit instructions, utilizing prescriptions appropriately,
navigating healthcare systems, and understanding health-related content52.
For instance, “pneumonia is hazardous" might be challenging for a general
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audience, while “lung disease is dangerous" could be a more accessible
option for people with diverse health knowledge.

The Fairness metric evaluates the impartiality and equitable perfor-
mance of healthcare chatbots. This metric assesses whether the chatbot
delivers consistent quality and fairness in its responses across users from
different demographic groups, considering factors such as race, gender, age,
or socioeconomic status53,54. Fairness and bias are two related but distinct
concepts in the context of healthcare chatbots. Fairness ensures equal
treatment or responses for all users, while bias examines the presence of
unjustified preferences, disparities, or discrimination in the chatbot’s
interactions andoutputs55,56. For instance, amodel trainedonan imbalanced
dataset, with dominant samples fromwhitemales and limited samples from
Hispanic females, might exhibit bias due to the imbalanced training dataset.
Consequently, it may provide unfair responses to Hispanic females, as their
patternswere not accurately learned during the training process. Enhancing
fairness within a healthcare chatbot’s responses contributes to increased
reliability by ensuring that the chatbot consistently provides equitable and
unbiased answers.

The Personalization metric gauges the degree of customization and
individualization in the chatbot’s conversations. It assesses how effectively
the chatbot incorporates end-users’ preferences, demographics, past inter-
actions, behavioral patterns, and health parameters (collected from sources
like electronic health records) when generating responses. Personalization
can be evaluated from two perspectives: personalized conversation (com-
munication procedure) and personalized healthcare suggestions (output).
The metric, can be obtained through subjective human-based evaluation
methods57. Personalization enhances the reliability of a chatbot by tailoring
its interactions and healthcare recommendations to individual users,
ensuring that responses align closely with their preferences and health-
related data.

Performance
Performance metrics are essential in assessing the runtime performance of
healthcare conversational models, as they significantly impact the user
experience during interactions. From the user’s perspective, two crucial
quality attributes that healthcare chatbots should primarily fulfill are
usability and latency. Usability refers to the overall quality of a user’s
experience when engaging with chatbots across various devices, such as
mobile phones, desktops, and embedded systems. Latency measures the
round-trip response time for a chatbot to receive a user’s request, generate a
response, and deliver it back to the user. Low latency ensures prompt and
efficient communication, enabling users to obtain timely responses. It is
important to note that performance metrics may remain invariant con-
cerning the three confounding variables (user type, domain type, and task
type). In the following sections, we outline the performance metrics for
healthcare conversational models.

The Memory Efficiency metric quantifies the amount of memory
utilized by a healthcare chatbot. Popular LLMs, such as GPT-4, Llama, and
BERT, often require large memory capacity13,58–61, making it challenging to
run them on devices with limited memory, such as embedded systems,
laptops, and mobile phones62.

TheFLoatingpointOPerations (FLOP)metric quantifies thenumber
of floating point operations required to execute a single instance of
healthcare conversational models. This metric provides valuable insights
into the computational efficiency and latency of healthcare chatbots, aiding
in their optimization for faster and more efficient response times.

The Token Limit metric evaluates the performance of chatbots,
focusing on the number of tokens used in multi-turn interactions. The
number of tokens significantly impacts the word count in a query and the
computational resources required during inference. As the number of
tokens increases, the memory and computation needed also increase63,
leading to higher latency and reduced usability.

TheNumber of Parameters of the LLMmodel is a widely usedmetric
that signifies the model’s size and complexity. A higher number of para-
meters indicates an increased capacity for processing and learning from

training data and generating output responses. Reducing the number of
parameters, which often leads to decreased memory usage and FLOPs, is
likely to improve usability and latency,making themodelmore efficient and
effective in practical applications.

Challenges in evaluating healthcare chatbots
In this section, we elucidate the challenges and pertinent factors essential for
the evaluation of healthcare chatbots using the proposed user-centered
metrics. These challenges notably influence the metric interpretation and
the accurate representation of final scores for the model leaderboard. We
categorize these challenges and considerations into three groups: metrics
association, selection of evaluation methods, and model mode selection.

Metrics association
The proposed metrics demonstrate both within-category and between-
category associations, with the potential for negative or positive correlations
among them. Within-category relations refer to the associations among
metrics within the same category. For instance, within the accuracy metrics
category, up-to-dateness and groundedness show a positive correlation, as
ensuring the chatbot utilizes the most recent and valid information
enhances the factual accuracy of answers, thereby increasing groundedness.

Between-category relations occur when metrics from different cate-
gories exhibit correlations. For instance, metrics in trustworthiness and
empathy may be correlated. Empathy often necessitates personalization,
which can potentially compromise privacy and lead to biased responses.

A significant relationship exists between performance metrics and the
other three categories. For instance, the number of parameters in a language
model can impact accuracy, trustworthiness, and empathy metrics. An
increase inparametersmay introduce complexity, potentially affecting these
metricspositively or negatively. Conversely, a lowparameter count can limit
themodel’s knowledge acquisition and influence the values of thesemetrics.

Evaluation methods
Various automatic andhuman-based evaluationmethods canquantify each
metric, and the selection of evaluationmethods significantly impactsmetric
scores. Automatic approaches utilize established benchmarks to assess the
chatbot’s adherence to specified guidelines, such as using robustness
benchmarks alongside metrics like ROUGE or BLEU to evaluate model
robustness.

However, a notable concern arises when employing existing bench-
marks (see Table 2) to automatically evaluate relevant metrics. These
benchmarks may lack comprehensive assessments of the chatbot model’s
robustness concerning confounding variables specific to the targetuser type,
domain type, and task type. Ensuring a thorough evaluation of robustness
requires diverse benchmarks that cover various aspects of the confounding
variables.

Human-based methods involve providing questions or guidelines to
human annotators who score the chatbot’s generated answers based on
given criteria. This approach presents twomain challenges: subjectivity and
the need for a variety of domain expert annotators. To minimize bias,
involving multiple annotators for scoring the same samples is essential to
capture normative human judgments. Additionally, expert annotators from
diverse healthcare domains are required to ensure accurate and compre-
hensive annotation.

It is crucial to acknowledge two strategies for scoring metrics. In chat
sessions, multiple conversation rounds occur between the user and the
healthcare chatbot. The first strategy involves scoring after each individual
query is answered (per answer), while the second strategy involves scoring
the healthcare chatbot once the entire session is completed (per session).
Some metrics, like intrinsic ones, perform better when assessed on a per-
answer basis64.

Model prompt techniques and parameters
Prompt engineering65 significantly impacts the responses generated by
healthcare chatbots, and the choice of prompt technique plays a pivotal role
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in achieving improved answers. Various prompting methods, such as zero-
shot, few-shot, chain of thought generated with evidence, and persona-
based approaches, have been proposed in the literature.

Apart from prompting techniques, evaluation based on model para-
meters during inference is also crucial. Modifying these parameters can
influence the chatbot’s behavior when responding to queries. For example,
adjusting the beam search parameter66 can impact the safety level of the
chatbot’s answers, and similar effects apply to other model parameters like
temperature67, which can influence specific metric scores.

Toward an effective evaluation framework
Considering the aforementioned deliberations regarding the requirements
and complexities entailed in the evaluation of healthcare chatbots, it is of
paramount importance to institute effective evaluation frameworks. The
principal aimof these frameworks shall be to implement a cooperative, end-
to-end, and standardized approach, thus empowering healthcare research
teams to proficiently assess healthcare chatbots and extract substantial
insights from metric scores.

In this context, Fig. 4 presents an illustrative high-level repre-
sentation of such an evaluation framework. This framework is intended
to act as the foundational codebase for future benchmarks and guide-
lines. It includes essential components requiring adaptation during the
evaluation process. Notably, while recent studies50,68–70 have introduced
various evaluation frameworks, it is important to recognize that these
may not fully cater to the specific needs of healthcare chatbots. Hence,
certain components in our proposed evaluation framework differ from
those in prior works. In the ensuing sections, we expound on these
components and discuss the challenges that necessitate careful con-
sideration and resolution.

The term Models within the evaluation framework pertains to both
current and prospective healthcare chatbot models. The framework should
enable seamless interaction with these models to facilitate efficient
evaluation.

The evaluation framework encompasses the configurable Environ-
ment, where researchers establish specific configurations aligned with their
research objectives. The three key configuration components consist of
confounding variables, prompt techniques and parameters, and evaluation
methods.
1. The Confounding Variables component is pivotal, as it stores con-

figurations related to users, domains, and task types. The ability to
adjust these variables in the evaluation framework ensures alignment
among all stakeholders evaluating the target healthcare chatbotmodel,
fostering a consistent and uniform evaluation perspective.

2. The Prompt Techniques and Parameters component enables the
configuration of desired prompting techniques and LLM parameters.
Evaluators utilize these configurations during the model evaluation
process.

3. The Evaluation component represents a critical aspect of the evalua-
tion framework, providing essential tools for evaluators to calculate
individual metric scores, category-level metric scores, and a compre-
hensive total score for the desired healthcare chatbot model. Figure 4
illustrates the tools required in this component. To create a
comprehensive evaluation process, specific requirements must be
addressed. These include developing tailored benchmarks for
healthcare domains, establishing detailed guidelines for human-
based evaluations, introducing innovative evaluation methods
designed explicitly for healthcare metrics, and providing evaluation
tools to support annotators.

GOPHER

PALM

GPT

MODELS

Interface

Leaderboard

Metr
ics

Automatic|BERT

Manual

Benchmark

Guidelines

Metrics

Patients

Healthcare 
Professional

Computer 
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Healthcare Research Team

New Guidelines

New Benchmarks

New Evaluation Methods
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Conduct Study
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Computer 
Scientist
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ENVIRONMENT

Prompts & Params
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Fig. 4 | An illustrative high-level representation of an evaluation framework containing five main components: models, environment, interface, interacting users, and
leaderboard.
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One primary requirement for a comprehensive evaluation component
is the development of healthcare-specific benchmarks that align with
identifiedmetric categories similar to the introducedbenchmarks in Table 2
but more concentrated on healthcare. These benchmarks should be well-
defined, covering each metric category and its sub-groups to ensure thor-
ough testing of the target metrics. Tailored benchmarks for specific
healthcare users, domains, and task types should also be established to assess
chatbot performance within these confounding variables. When combined
with automatic evaluation methods like ROUGE and BLEU, these bench-
marks enable scoring of introduced extrinsic metrics.

The second crucial requirement involves creating comprehensive
human guidelines for evaluating healthcare chatbots with the aid of
human evaluators. These guidelines facilitate the manual scoring of
metrics. Healthcare professionals can assess the chatbot’s performance
from the perspective of the final users, while intended users, such as
patients, can provide feedback based on the relevance and helpfulness of
answers to their specific questions and goals. As such, these guidelines
should accommodate the different perspectives of the chatbot’s target
user types.

To ensure objectivity and reduce human bias, providing precise
guidelines for assigning scores todifferentmetric categories is indispensable.
This fosters consistency in scoring ranges and promotes standardized
evaluation practices. Utilizing predefined questions for evaluators to assess
generated answers has proven effective in improving the evaluation process.
By establishing standardized questions for eachmetric category and its sub-
metrics, evaluators exhibit more uniform scoring behavior, leading to
enhanced evaluation outcomes7,34.

The third crucial requirement involves devising novel evaluation
methods tailored to the healthcare domain. Thesemethods should integrate
elements from the previous requirements, combining benchmark-based
evaluations with supervised approaches to generate a unified final score
encompassing all metric categories. Moreover, the final score should
account for the assigned priorities to each metric category. For example, if
trustworthiness outweighs accuracy in a specific task, the final score should
reflect this prioritization.

The integration of the aforementioned requirements should result in
the desired scores, treating the evaluation component as a black box.
Nevertheless, an unexplored avenue lies in leveraging BERT-based models,
trained on healthcare-specific categorization and scoring tasks. By utilizing
such models, it becomes possible to calculate scores for individual metrics,
thereby augmenting the evaluation process.

To facilitate effective evaluation and comparison of diverse
healthcare chatbot models, the healthcare research team must meti-
culously consider all introduced configurable environments. By col-
lectively addressing these factors, the interpretation ofmetric scores can
be standardized, thereby mitigating confusion when comparing the
performance of various models.

The Interface component serves as the interaction point between the
environment and users. Through this interface, interacting users can con-
figure the environment by selecting the desired model for interaction,
modifying model parameters, choosing the target user type, accessing eva-
luation guidelines, selecting the evaluation method, utilizing the latest
introduced benchmarks, and more. Furthermore, the interface enables
researchers to create new models, evaluation methods, guidelines, and
benchmarks within the provided environment.

The Interacting users of the evaluation framework serve different
purposes and can be categorized into two main groups: evaluators and
healthcare research teams. Evaluators utilize the evaluation framework
through the interface to assess healthcare chatbot models and score the
metrics. Healthcare research teams encompass computer and data
scientists who contribute to new model creation and the development
of novel evaluation methods. Additionally, it includes healthcare
professionals who conduct new studies or contribute to the establish-
ment of new benchmarks and guidelines. For instance, a healthcare
research team might evaluate the performance of ChatGPT in

answering mental health queries. In this scenario, healthcare profes-
sionals can introduce a new benchmark in the evaluation framework or
provide novel guidelines to evaluators for evaluating ChatGPT based
on metrics and assigning scores. Alternatively, the healthcare research
team can use the existing evaluation tools to evaluate ChatGPT’s per-
formance in mental health. Eventually, the healthcare research team
can report their findings and scores obtained through the evaluation
process.

The Leaderboard represents the final component of the evaluation
framework, providing interacting userswith the ability to rank and compare
diverse healthcare chatbot models. It offers various filtering strategies,
allowing users to rank models according to specific criteria. For example,
users can prioritize accuracy scores to identify the healthcare chatbotmodel
with the highest accuracy in providing answers to healthcare questions.
Additionally, the leaderboard allows users to filter results based on con-
founding variables, facilitating the identification of the most relevant chat-
bot models for their research study.

Conclusion
Generative AI, particularly chatbots, shows great potential in revolu-
tionizing the healthcare industry by offering personalized, efficient, and
proactive patient care. This paper delved into the significance of tailored
evaluation metrics specifically for healthcare chatbots. We introduced a
comprehensive set of user-centered evaluation metrics, grouped into
four categories: accuracy, trustworthiness, empathy, and computing
performance. The study highlighted the potential impact of confound-
ing variables on metric definition and evaluation. Additionally, we
emphasized how these metrics can address pertinent issues and enhance
the reliability and quality of healthcare chatbot systems, ultimately
leading to an improved patient experience. Lastly, we examined the
challenges associated with developing and implementing these metrics
in the evaluation process.

Future directions for this work involve the implementation of the
proposed evaluation framework to conduct an extensive assessment of
metrics using benchmarks and case studies. We aim to establish unified
benchmarks specifically tailored for evaluating healthcare chatbots basedon
theproposedmetrics.Additionally,weplan to execute a series of case studies
across various medical fields, such as mental and physical health, con-
sidering the unique challenges of each domain and the diverse parameters
outlined in “Evaluation methods”.
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